SetDirectory["C:\drorbn\AcademicPensieve\"]

{
  "CleanTeX" → False,
  "TitleNotes" →
  "<div style="clear: right; float: right; padding: 8px; width: 120px;
   text-align: center;"><a href="http://drorbn.net/bbs/"><img
   src=Projects/AcademicPensieve/bbs.jpg><br>Blackboard Shots</a></div>

My "Academic Pensieve" contains most of my raw research work (including
personal handwritten notes and many computer programs) starting
February 2008 (plus some earlier stuff). If this seems weird, the
<a href=About.html>about</a> page may or may not unweird it for you.

Go to</b>

<a style="font-size:120%;" href=Annotations/index.html>Annotations</a>,
<a style="font-size:120%;" href=http://katlas.math.toronto.edu/drorn/bbs/index.php>Blackboard
Shots</a>,
<a style="font-size:120%;" href=Classes/index.html>Classes</a>,
<a style="font-size:120%;" href=People/index.html>People</a>,
<a style="font-size:120%;" href=Projects/index.html>Projects</a>,
or to one of the by-the-month subdirectories below.

"ExcludeDirectories" → {"Annotations", "Classes", "People",
  "Private", "Projects", "ByDate", "ByTheme", "OneNote_RecycleBin"}
}